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THE EFFECT OF ORMMION VARIAI3LES ON THE PROPERTIES

0? WOOD PARTICIE MOLDINGS

INrRODUCTI ON

In recent years a great or interest has
been shown in the possibility of making molded products

from wood residues. This trend baa risulted from a
growing scarcity of wood resources an increasing supply

of improved synthetic resir? adhes v.a and the increasing
cost of materials which moldings produced from wood

residues could replace.
any different products are being manufacture

from wood residues by the die molding process. The basic

prooszae are relatively simple and generally understood.
However, th. influence of formation variables on the
characteristics of the final product is only generally
Imown. Some of these formation variables sri: wood

speciis, particle size2 and shape, type and amount of
adhesive used, moisture content, pressure applied by the
press, temperature in the mold, and pressing time. Since

sin Is a solid or semisolid organió compound
or mixture of organic compounds characterized by an
indefinite melting point and amorphoua structure. There
ar. natural resins as well as synthetic resins.

2 Particle size is measured by the crsen mesh
that permits passage of the particles and the mesh upon
which they are retained. A particle size classification
of 20O means the particles b.av passed through a 20
mssh screen and they have been retained on a L0-mesh
screen.
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information is fundamental to an intelligent evaluation of
product and pz'ocess potentialities, it would be desirable

to develop ifltO1"atiOn on how the different variables
effect the properties of the finished molding and present
it in useful form,

ynthetio resin adhesives were first uaed with
ood particles to produc. flat sheets or panels. After

his had been tried and proved successful, reaerch was
started on the molding of wood particle. and synthetic
resin adhesives. As a result, many types of molding
compounds were produced, many of them specifically d.

signed to be used In the production or items which, in

the past, bad been made of solid wood or tored from
matal. The great advantage of molded items over other
products lies in the fact that the formation variables
influencing the properties of the finished product can
be manipulated to produce those qualities desired.

Heavy duty shoe lasts ar. an example of a
product machined from molded blanks of phenolic resin.
bonded, wood residue material. Boauae of the wide rang.
of shoe sizes and styles, it 13 more economical to carve

th. lasts from these blanks than it is to produce molds.
Also, machined shoe lasts give superior service to the
traditional oarvd hardwood last - usually hard iaple
in shoe taotories where both chemical and physical



punishment are involved.

Molded wood residue blanks can be worked aore

easily than solid wood because of their uniform physical
structure, but where the material is produced in high
deneitiei, harder tools are required for machining.
xperiment*l pieces have been overlaid in post-molding

operations with rubber, toil, printed paper, leather, and
veneer.

The moldings discussed in this paper are a

compromise ot wood particles and plastic. The composite

material is formed in a mold, A mixture at resin and

wood particles is pissed in the heated mold where it is
subjected to pressur. for a given time. When tine wood

particles ar. mixed with a high percentage of resin
(50 p.rc.nt or more) the moldings look more like plastiG

than uk. wood. The iiioldings look like wood and po as

its physical properties when coarse wood particles
mixed with a low percentag. 01' resin (3 percent or
Between the .xtrem.s of tine particles mixed with high
resin content and coarse particles mixed with low resin
content a wide variety of products can be made.

Wood partielea mixed with resin can be molded

into many useful articles. The following list of products

reproduced from a report by Cooke (9, pp. 1718) will
sugg.at the diversity of uses and therefore diversity of



Pepsi' roll plugs
Rubber belting shipping cores
Gutter stock
Moldings
Flat panels
Radio and television cabinet parts
Curve-sectioned furniture parts
Hi&iu.relieX furniture parts
Shipping spacers
Croquet balls
Textile 81)001 ends
Toilet seat rings and covers
Hamper tops
Toy parta
3riqueta
?urniture knobs
Casters
Coasters
Watch box inserts and
spacers

Shuffle board discs
Shoe lasts
Automobile art1 rests
Chairbacka and seats
Die stock
Cutting blocks
Dishes, such as salad and trui

diap

In order to improve the properties of moldings
with respect to their end uses, various materials can be
incorporated into the mixture of wood particles and resin
to give th. moldings increased strength (chopped fiber'-
glass), increased resistance to water absorption (al
end rosin sizes) and increased fire resiatanoe (asbestos
fibers and phosphates). It is possib. to overlay molded
products with resin iregnat.d paper, wood veneers,
fiberglass and fabrics. There are several resins eve
able including phenoltos, melaniinea, and ur.as which si's

properties which these molded a lea may have:



suitable ror this type of nioldizg. The problem of what

size particl.s, amount of resin and other additives to
use has to be decided by the molder after he ILnowa what

physical properties ar. desired and what is his coat

limit.
From the foregoing discussion it can be seen

that many factors might be manipulated to produce mold'

inga with desired physical properties. This study will

be limited to the influence of the formation variables of
particle size, resin content, moisture content and
pressure, upon the strength, moisture absorption, surface
hardness and specific gravity of a molding made from wood

particles of Douglas fir and a powdered phenolic resin
adhesive.



J.JITERATU}E RiVIEW

Upon consulting the literature, considerable
information was found d.acribing processes fez' making die

molded products from wood particles. For ezample,

Miller I3rothz's Co. (20, p. 1) found the Auatriane used
wood residue mdldings in world War I for gun stocks and

that these stocks were superior to those shaped from
hardwood lumber.

Wood residue, in th. form of wood tb

been usid as a plastic tiller for many years. Wood bas

also been treated ob.mically In many ways in attempts to
give it chareoteristics similar to plastic molding ooze-
pounds currently on the market.

Tb.. report of the British Intelligence Object-
ives &ub'Oonimittee (8, p. 26, Pig. 13 and 14) which were

mad, available after World War II, indicated the Germans

were producing wailboards from wood residues using

cement and/or sodium silicate as a binder. The Germans

war, also making salad bowls from wood chips end urea

tormaLLd.hyd. synthetic resin sdh.siv.a.

3 Wood flour is very tii. wood: articles which
resemble wheat flour. These particles wi 1. pass through
a 100-mesh screen.

Fillers are relatively inert component. added
to resin adhesives to control flow, provide body1 or
impart some other desirabl. quality.



5 tardboard is a synthetic composition board
which has a density of approximately Li.5 to 75 pounds percubic root (specific gravity 0.7 to 1.2). Rardboaa'ds naycontain a synthetic resin adhesive.

I
Several of the references outlined the per

imental procedure. of other workers. In general, these
men investigated formation variab]ss by using several
separate experiments. Thus, no positive indication was

given of the interaction between variables as would be
revealed through the use of a factorial experiment and
analysts of variance. Purthermore, these investigations
were designed to study th. influence of variables upon
the properties of flat panels rather than articles molded
to final shape and size.

Since the dish moldings dealt with in this
paper ar. not a hsrdboaz'dS nor a plastic molding

may be considered a fring, product rslatsd to both. For

this reason, very few references could be found tha
related specifically to the subject area contemplated for
this thesis.

The papers of other workers reviewed here

present those findings related to th. formation var

and their influence upon the properties of flat panels
made from wood particles. The term "wood particles",

used in this paper, refer. to aaU pieces or wood such

as sawdust, planer shavings and special wood



flakes6.

enera1 scope

The following paragraphs sLinmartse the work dons

by others in this field.
Gottatsin (16) investigated the effects of

pressing tim., temperature, sawdust particle size

pressure, resin particl, size and aoiaturs contan

sawdust upon the phystOsi properties of hardboard. lie

used sawdust from Australian mills sawing th, native
type hardwoods and a solid ox'esylia resin whiab usa milled

and fractionated into coarse and tin, resin particles.

Turner and X.z'n (37) studIed the effects of

particle size, pbanolia resin content and pressing

pressure on the spesific gravity, strength and water

absorption of particl, boards. They used mixed species

end typ.s of residue to cancel out all factors related to

the wood and its reduction to partisisa. By following

this procedur. it was reasoned that the results would be

widely useable, This mixture of wood was hammer-.uijlled

and then fractionated into coarse, medium, and fine

particles.

6 Flakes az', specially generated, thin, flat
particles with the grain of the wood essentially parallel
to th. surface of the fiske. These flakes ar, usually
generated by a diagonal cutting action to minimize fiber
damage.
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3ears (32) used both hardwood and aorwoo

sawdust of a uniform particle size bonded togethea' with a

powder'ed phenolic resin. He dry"mix.d powdered ther'mo

setting resins with kiln dried sawdust that had been

adjusted to the desired moisture content. This mixture

was then placed in molds and pressed at various pressures

and temperatures to density the mix and cure the resin.

In this way he investigated the effect of the type of

wood (hardwood or softwood), resin content, moisture

content and pressure on floxur'al strength, water absorp-

tion and density of the panel produced.

Turner'. (3) investigated the influence of

particle size and shape on the strength and dimensional

stability or rosin bonded wood partial. panels. He states

that the structural element in a bonded aggregate of wood

particles and resin binder is the particle, and the

product formed from this aggregate, by subjecting it to

beat and pressure, is mainly a reflection of the part-

icle' s characteristics.

Williams and (}z'ano (.2) set forth some of their

findings concerning the molding of wood particle$. They

confined themselves to a study of the effect of pressure,

resin content and wood species (hardwood or softwood) on

strength, water absorption and density of molded articles.

They maintained the foregoing variables are of the



There is a direct relationship between the
pressure applied to th. molding mix, while it is heated
in the mold cavity, and th. bending strength of the fin-i
ishd product.

Williams and Grano (12, p. 230) found that
increased pros sure improves the breaking strength of

molded artiol.s iad from hardwoods or sottwoods.

It was notsd by Sears (32, pp. 9L99) that the
increase in flexural strength resulting from an increase
in pressure could be .th.oed by adding more resin to the
mix. By examining the graphs he presented, it was noted

that at 6 percent resin content an increase of over
1,000 psi in flexural strength could be obtained by

increasing the iiolding preaeure trom 200 to 00 psi.
han the resin content was increased to 12 percent an

increase of over 2,OO psi in tlexural strength was ob
tamed when th. molding pressure was again increased from
200 to OO psi.

Also, the breaking strength of flat panels mad.
from hardwoods and softwoode will increase as the resin

content increases it other factors ar. held constant.

10

greatest importanc. in their on the ultima

properties of the product.

B. Formation Variables' Inf e On Bendi tb



A comparison of panels made from hardwood and

softwood species on the basis of flexural strength thdicat'
ed that the softwood panels wire the stronger. Under

constant conditions of 9 percent resin content, 15 pez'
cent moisture content and 200 psi molding pressure,

Sears' graphs showed hardwoods produced a 1'lexural

strength of 1,500 pal. while softwoode produced 2,500
psi approximately a 60 percent increase in strength.

When the resin content was held constant,

hardwood panels equal to softwood panels in flezural
strength could be obtained by increasing the pressure
from 200 to L.00 psi.

Another way of producing hardwood panels equal

in flexural strength to softwood panels would. be to hold
the pressure and resin content constant and increase the
moistur, content of the molding compound.

Turner (35, pp. 219ui220) noted in a study on

particle boards that density was of primary influence and
resin content was secondary in its erfeot en the strength
properties of panels. In this paper he also demonstrated
the marked effect that particle geometry and freedom of
a given wood partial. from damaged cell walls, had upon

the strength of a panel. The shap. of the particles in
the molding mix was primary, while resin content was

secondary in its intlueuce on th. strength o' a panel.



Long flat flakes gave the highest strength values while

granular or cubical particles gave the ]ow.st strengths.

When compared on the basis of a specific gravity of 0.80

and all other factors kept constant, flake particles

gave a modulus of rupture of nearly 10,000 psi while

granu1ar1ike particles gave a modulus of rupture of on

2S0 psi.

Formation Variables' Influence On Water Abso; tion

The water absorption of both hardwood and

softwood panels decreased as pressure, moistur. content

and resin content were Increased and the highest pressure,

resin content and moisture content all produced the

lowest water absorption, according to Williams and

Grano (12, p. 230).

With regard to the effect of species of wood

particles (hardwood or softwood) upon the water absozp

tion properties of moldings, there seems to be a differ"

ence in the conclusions of two writers. Williams and

Grano (L.2, p. 230) iintain that hardwood panels

generally are mor. water resistant than softwood panels.

On the other band, Sears (32, P. 99) states that softwood

panels display superior water absorption properties to

hardwood panels produced under identical conditions.

Sears (32, p. 99) found when moisture content,



r.sin content and pressure were increased, moisture
absorption was reduced and spec if to gravity tncreaa.d.

irom this one might infer that water absorption should

decrease as specific vity increases. This inference

was substantiated by Turner and Kern. They reported that

the water absorption varied inversely as th. specific

gravity of z'esin"bonded particle boards (37, p. 5).
was also noted that water absorption did not decrease as
much as might be expected when th. resin content was

increased. For example, the resin content warn increased

from S to 20 percent for boards having a specific gravity
of 1.0. This morass, of 300 percent in resin oontent
reduced th. water absorption only 33 to 50 percent.

Gottatsin made observations of the influence of
pressing time nd temperature on water absorption (16,

pp. 3l33l5). In order to obtain high water resistance
in molded panels he found th. heating period should be
xtended beyond that needed to cure the resin. Under the

condittons used, a 15'minute pressing time seemed to be

the minimum. Gottetein also reported a high temperature
during pressing was needed to obtain high moisture re

sistanse. He used temperatures of L300F. to Li4O°F. at a

pressure of 500 psi.



When the pressing pressure is increased the

specific gravity increases. This occurs for both soft

woods and hardwoods according to Sears (32, p. 99) and

WtUi.z and rano (2, p. 230). Turner and Kern

(37, p. 3) stated the role of variations in resin content

and particle size was minor compared to pressure in its
effect on specitLc gravity. He found the logarithm of

modulus ot rupture increased linearly when plotted

against the logarithm of specific gravity. Tb. slope of

plotted lines was such that modulus of rupture increased

about as the cube of specific gravity.
Turner found a direct relationship between

specific gravity and strength. Since specific gravity

was predominantly influanoed by pressure, be concluded

the direct way to achieve high strength is to increase

pressure (3, p. 217).
The influence of the type of wood (hardwood or

softwood) takes two aspects. In the first place,
Williaia nd Urano (2, p. 230) round sot twoodi w

produce panels of higher specific gravity than will

brdwoods whn molded under the sam. conditions.

second pita., according to Sears (32, pp. 99"103) sott
woods wi].]. show a greater increase in specific gravity

when subjected to the same increase in pressure.

Formation Yariab tic Gravt



'S
apeot to moisture content and its effect

on the specific gravity of wood particle boards, Gottatein
mad some comments (16, p. 317). When panels were to'a.d

undsr conditions of 500 psi pressing pressure and a
tuip.ratur. of 14.00°?., * moisturi content of 10 perc.nl
was needed to produce good strength. Apparently, moist-

ur. content intlueuoei the plasticity of wood. This

inorsas. in plasticity leads to more intimate contact
between individual wood particles and thereby produces

conditions favorable to good adhesion, Also, tb.
plasticizing .t.t.ct water ha. on wood under the above
stated conditions, lead. to an increase in specific
gravity over that of tb. original wood, in this ease,
Australian ash-type hardwoods,

Variables' Influence On Dimensional Cha

7 Springback is th. net tnsrea.e in thickness
of a particl, board, when it has been zpoaed to high
humidity and then dried be to it. original moisture
content.

Turner (35, pp. 217-222) states there were
indications tb. resin content, den y, and damage done

to the wood particl, during its generation all influenced
dimensional changes of wood particle moldings. For a

given type of particle, resin content was tb. influential
rector in controlling springbaoc7. When panels of equal
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specific gravity were compared with respect to springbaok,

wood of high densityit was expected that those made
would exhibit lies apringback than thorns made froi low

density wood.

Particles produced with a zttnimi of dags
the wood structure showed the lowest linear expansion.

The linear expansion of panls made from cube-like

particles w&s 10 to 20 times more than that or panels

mads from partisles having undamaged wood fibers.
The foregoing summary or other .xp.rimsntere'

results has been necessarily brief. itffersnt workers

have limited themselves to given combinations of form's

ation variablas and thirefors not a]] tb. results are

directly comparable. However, examination of accumulated

results from these various studies indisates trends and

relationships that formation variables may have on the

pzop.rtis of molded item..



III EXPERIMNTAL PROCIDURE

Preiiminar7, atu4

Iratroduation

The eper1aental procedw'e was divided into a

preUxaivary studs and a Linal tud. The preliLaiflal7

stu4r wae extensive because e ipaent had to be developed

and techuquss pezfeoted Lox' wori about which no detailed

z'eferenea weX'S avail&ble. This pre ry stud1 was

considered to be as ivaportent as the final study since

it was dcsiued to furnish necessary baogz'owad intora-

at ion.

'n the basis of the roregoin literature surve

a tentative list of formation variables and their

magnitudes, presented in Table 1, was drawn up to serve

as an outline for this part of the work. It was not

lmown at the time it it were possible to make a molding

of coapound ouz'vatm'e using the magnitude of the

variables outlined in this table.



Table 3.

Tentative List ot ?oi'atiou Variables
Variable Mae. ituds

Particle size z Coarse : Medium

Resin content
(% 0.1). wt. basis)

Moisture content
(% 0.1). .t. basis)
r. saul'.
(psi)

Tamp.x
(30O°P.

Time
(10 Mm.)

Psi' ale Size
Coarse

Medium

10

10

L.0O

Pin.

200

MeshMesh
Passed Thro : Retained On

8 16

16

Pins 30

s were sent to various resin ccmpanies

tar thsi us on th. teas ibility at using the
variable magnitudss set tortb, Also, a request was midi

ror suggestions on experimental procedures and for

samples of resin. Many instructive comments as to the

rang. of variables wbioI might be investigated wars

received. Samples of r.sin wer. received but vary litti

onstant * Cons Constant

Constant : Constant * Constant
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was Learned of the experimental procedure which might be

followed for suoh a project.
A specific request for information on die

d.sign was sent to a manufacturer of wood flour eyntbetio

resin moldings of a dish or bowl shape. A negative

attitud. was expressed in the reply and nothing was

l.arned. Suggestions regarding the properties which

might be tested in evaluating a dish h&psd molded

product were obtained

at Madison, Wisconsin.

It was thought that considering the variables

indicated would give the most valuable information while

keeping the sise of the final experiment within practica

limits. Regarding the list of variables selected for
use, Mr. M. N. Iaul, wood technologist with the Bakelits

Company, stated: (22)

"In answer to your letter of 4TsnUaZ7
regarding the research project which you
are undertaking, it is felt that the
variables end ranges chosen for preliminary
sperimentation ar. quite satisfactory.
It has been our experience that the
variables which you are planning to con-
sider cause moat of the strength variations
encountered in wood waste products."

;ba ?oreat Products Laboratory
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A cup-shaped mold was first chosen because it

is one of the standard shapes used by the plastics
industry for evaluating tb. flow8 characteristics of
molding compounds. Sine little information was avatl"
sbl. on tb. flow characteristics of a molding compound
with resin contents as low as l per cent and with wood

partial. a1zs as large as 8 mesh1 d.ol.d.d to ma

a di. with a rightang1s bend as well as with a curve
having a radius as small as on. quarter of an inch. This

di. was mad. and ii illustrated in Figure 1.
At first no pretorming9 operation wa

that is, the molding compound was placed in the chase

or retaining cylinder, l..vel.d oft and then pressed.
This procedure, oouplad with a die haped as described

above, gays an evaluation of the flow chlaracteriatiss of
the molding compound undr the most difficult molding

conditions .

t Plow is a qualitative description of the
fluidity of a plastic material when subjected to heat and
pressure durg the process of molding,

9 A preform is a given w.ight of molding mix
shaped prior to final molding. This shape may or may net
approximate this shape of the finished molding and it may
or may not contain a temporary bindsr. The preform will
contain a weight or mix ad.quats to make the finished
molding.

10 A chase is th. main body of a iaold.
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It wa ound that products could be made in the

cup-shaped die with $ wide variety of particle size

claeaifioationa. However, high dsusttis were produced

in th. horizontal portions of the molding (bottom and

lip) and low densiti.s war. produced in th. vertical

walls of the cup (Fig. 2).

Also, it was noticed that fractures appeared on

the surface of the molding on the inside of the cup a
the point of tangency of the one-quartez'-'incb-radius

curve and the vrtioal wall, Fractures were noted on the

outside or the cup at the point of 1nters.otton of the

horizontal lip and th. vertical wall.

arious attempts were made to eliminate the

high and low - density spots and the fractures on the

inside snd outsid. of the molding. Crude methods of

preforaing wars tried. It was demonstrated that the

darkened aras appearing on the moldings wer high-

d.natty spots resulting from differential pressures as

well as from rn.v.n distribution of the wood particles.

The surface fracturs were not eliminated by prefoz'aing

or by varying pressures from 320 to p00, and even to

1000 psi. It was not.d that the closer the preform
aontormsd to actual size of the finished molding, tb.

smaller beame the fractures. Careful preforaing pro-

duced mor. uniform density throughout the molding.
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Figure 2. One-half of a cup-shaped molding showing dark
high density spots and light low density spots.



Again the literature was consulted. Blake

(Ii.. pp. 92.927) soricluded that, unless fairly sImple
shaped molding3 wero made, the iniluence of the formation

variables upon the strength properties of the product
would be obsoured by the strength or weakness inherent in
the shape of the product.

With respect to die deaii, 4r. Edward G. Locke
of the 1orest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wisconsin

suggested (l8)*
N1 noticed in a recent article on
in issue 25, of the Weyerhaeuser News that
the restrorig Company, oa Angeles, bad
used a plate (among other articles) to
evaluate the molding properties of Weyerhaeua"
er's Silvaloy and Preatook. Possibly you
oould use the same type or dii and thus have
something to compare your results."

Dies were made toz' a simple diahshaped molding,

(Fig. 3). It was found that mere uniform dansiti.s were
produced and fractures on the inside of the moldings had
been eUminat.d.

rticl. Size

When preliminary experiments wire made, it

became obvious that a change in the original particle
classification was neseesary. Tb.. following table shows

the original and final classificationa:



Figure 3. D13h-sh&ped dies.
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Gra

Cosi's

Medium

Fins

Original ; Pirial : Original : Final
8 : 10 : 16 : 20

L6 : 20 z 30 : ZO

60 : pan

Table 2

Coxip of Original and Final Particle Classifications
Passed Through Retained On

a'

Various grinders were tested to find out whet a
thr..-'way break-down would give, on a weight basis, under

the original classification. The particles produced by

passing chips once through a John Deer. Hammer Mill,

Gruendler Hammer Miii and Retta Disintegrator were

fractionated and weighed.

The 816 particle classifications from the two
a were used to make moldings in the cup"ahaped

moldings wsr. found to be completely unsatis-

factory. The particles would not flow and voids resulted
in the walls Of the molding

t was found that passing dried chips through
the Gruendler Mill with a 3/16-inch screen end then

passing the resultant particles twic. through the John
Deere Mill with a 3/32incb screen produced particles
satisfaotory for production of acceptable products.
This procedur, was followed In the final experiment.
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The nw screen classification gave a more even
breakdown of the ground chips, on a weight basis, to
the three screen classification.,, Also, this nsw
itication made the result. obtained from the xpe
more comparable with those from other published works.

Resin Content

Initially, it was decided to use resin contents
in the range or 2.5 10 and 15 percent (ov.n"dry
weight basis), it wa, found that satisfactory products
could be mads with 2.5 percent r.in content in the
cup-shaped die at a pressure of 3,000 psi using 2040

.h particl.s. However, high - and low - density spots
occurred and surface fractures appeared on the inside
curves.

A product of low strength resulted when a mix
of 5 percent resin and 10-20 mesh particles was produced

in the dish-shaped die. Therefore, it was decided to se
a. tb. lower limit a resin content of 5 percent. Tb. 5
percent resin and 10-20 asab particle, were used at
moistur, contents of 8.5 and 2ê.2 percent (ov.n-dry
basis), It was observed that products of acceptable
quality could be made at either moisture content.

Regarding resin content, It was suggested by
edward 0. Look. (18) thats



"One of th. important requirements in a
molding program such as you are planning
is that the charge will flow in the mold.
We notice that you plan to use 2.5 percent
as a lower limit for resin content. There
are at the present time several companies
compress ion'molding articles like chair
backs and toilet seats. Resin contents
vary considerably and are as high as 20
percent, The lower limit appears to be
approximately 15 percent, apparently to
obtain satisfactory flow during compressing.
Possibly, though we are not positive, your
5 percent resin content should be oonsid
ered a lower limit, at least until you know
that you can successfully mold material at
that resin content. We would suggest that
you do your preliminary work at 15 percent."

This advice wac followed until particle sta.s
had been eitabliah.d and several pr.toraing techniques
had been tried.

It was observed that when high resin content
and tine particles used good flow was produced. The

lower the resin content and the largsr the particles the
poorer was th. flow However, with this type of molding
compound, the flow at beat was limited end was dspendsnt

more on particle cisc and shape than on resin content.
8tiok.like particles passing 8-ah aareü
would not m&1 a satisfactory product in the oup..shsped
dl.. Granular-like particles which passed through a
6-mesh screen made a satisfactory product, although voids

occurred periodically in the sides of the cup.

The powdered phenolic resin used in this
experiment was Reainoz Th3 nutectursd by ths Monsanto

28
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Chemical Company. The manufacturer's data stated tb.a
this r.stn cured at temperatures ranging from 3000 t

325°F. Bending tests performed on cupsbap.d moldings

made from wood particles bavng a moisture content of 15

percent indicated the resin in the molding was completely
cured aftr eight minutes in the pre. *t 325°F.

Moisture Content

It was .he].jeyid that onl wood tides of low
moisture content could be used for this type of molding
in order to avoid a tend.ncy for blisters11 to occur under

the high pressures and temperature. involved in the
molding procedure, By trial and error in the preliuiina
experiments, it was found that through proper preforming

and breathtng2 of th. molding, low and high density

spots as w.l]. as water marks and blisters eould be
eliminated. By this means blister-free moldings were
made from wood particles at moisture contents as high as
2I. peroent.

11 A blister is a small or large raised area onthe surface of a plastic. Tnis raised area somewhat
resembles a human akin blister, with more or less sharply
defined boundaries,

12 Breathing, or gasing, is the temporary
rel.*as of pressure to perniit gas to escape. When the
clearance between cavity and p1uner in the mold is
limited, the gas generated by the heat or chemical
reaction cannot escape past the plunger and it may be
trapped in th. molding to result in blisters,



Proper preforming distributes wood particles in

the mold so a uniform d.n.ity results throughout the

product. Assuming the moisture content is evenly

distributed throughout th. wood particles, a layer o

particles of uniform thickness should result in an even

distribution of moisture in the molding b.in.g hot press.
Several men were tried for adjusting the

moisture oont.nt of the particl.s. A Hobart Mixer was

used along with a high-pressure atomizer. It wa. found
that much of the moature was deposited on th. mixing
paddi.. This caused balls of high moistur, content wood
particles to form and a wide range of moisture contents

r'esult.d within on. mixer batch. In att.mpting to

adjust th. moisture content to 10 pero.nt by this means,

moisture contents of 8.0 to 16.8 p.rc.nt were obtained.

A hand atomiz.p was also used to make moistur, adjust-

ments. The dvice permitted a longer spraying tin., but

the same clinging of moisture to the mixing paddle was

encountered. Conditioning rooms wire tried and it was

found that an even distribution of moisture could be

attained.

With respect

manufacturer stated (

moisture conten

13):

resin



"A moisture content or 10 to l percent in
the wood ahould produce the strongest, most
dense board. Some volatile matter will be
given off during tb. pressing from the
resin and the moisture in the wood. By
breathing after the press has been closed
for 1/2 to 1 minute, the danger of blisters
forming due to th. volatile gas should be
eliminated (12).

A more dense product can be made with the
sam. pressure by increasing the moisture
content of the wood wsits (13, p. 2)."

tive pressure used, it was found

nadequat. flow of th. molding mix took place in the
ped mold with aU particle size olasatfisations.

When prsforaing was tried, * better product was produced,

but vertics]. waUs of tb. cup were of lower density than

other sones of tb. molding.

Low density spots developed, since it was

possible only to exert "squ.es. pressure normal to the

cup Yertice]. walls when the die c]osd. At low

pressures the density appeared much more uniform than at

high prcssures sins, at lower pressures the force au the

vertical walls would be approximately equal to that

exerted on th. bottom and top borisontal portions of the

mold.

VarIations in the pressing cycle did not seem
to ue: s. cracks appearing in the cup'abapsd
moLcings. Iowev low pressure (320 psi) together
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with more exact pretox'ming did reduce the cracking.

inee wood particle. do not readily flow in a
mold, it found that flow could be enhanced by increas-
ing the pz'essuz'e exerted on the wood particles by the
dies from 200, 1.O0 and 800 psi to 500, 1000 and 1500

psi respectively. 3mell voids in the moldings were
elirntnat.d.

Pressures applied to th. dies were computed
based en the assumption that the mat.rial being pressed
was a perfect fluid. If this was the case, equal
pressures would be exerted in all directions throughout
the molding irrespective of the shape of the dies. The

actual pressures exerted wire somewhat less than those
calculated based upon the foregoing assumption, because

th. flow properties of th. molding mix were reduced by
friction between the wood particles. Ifow.vez, this v
the most accurate computation of specific pressure that
could be made based upon standard plastics molding
practice.

In order to dtermine th. specific pressure
exerted on the molding mix by the die., the projected
ales of the molding was comput.d with respect to the
direction of the applied force. In other words, the
cross section of th. greatest area where the dies open
was aomput.d and the total force was divided by this to



£ test of aix ency was p.z'ror*e

the Hobart Mixer. On. test was made by adding on,

percent of powdered charcoal to the wood particles and

these together for Live minutes. The uniformly

grayish color of the resulting mixture was an indication

that blending was satisfactory and that oonesntrstiona
of charcoal did not occur in spot a throughout the mix.

A concentration of charcoal did occur, but only in a

very thin layer, around th. inside of th. bowl.

Another test of mixing effisieney was made

fluorescent yellow dye. An amount of dye equal to

gel the pressur. per square inch (10, v. 2, lesson 22,

p. 12-16). Th. diameter or the disc was four inches in

the direction in which the tore. wee applied. Tharetors,

the projected area in this direction was 12.58 squire

inches. Since the sp.etttc pressures required by the

zp.risnt were to be 5QQ, 1000, arid 1500 psi, the total

roes which must be applied to the due were 6,290,

12,580 and 18,870 pounds (projected area x apseific
pressure ),. The hundrde or pounds or force which were

applied to thi di.. had to be estimated besauss the

pressure gaug. of the press was calibrated for total

force in 1000 pound increments.

ectivensas of the Hobart Mixer for Powders



on. pero.nt of the weight of the powdered resin was added

to the mixture of resin and wood partiol.s and the
ingz'.dients were mixd for five minutes. The mixer bowl

and its contents wer. observed under an ultraviolet
lamp. No concentrating of the dye could be observed.
By additional tests, it was found that dye fractions of
lees than on. perc.nt of the weight of the wood particles
worked b.st.

As the percentage of powdered resin was

increased and as th. wood particle size increased there
was an increasing tendency for the particles and resin to
s.parat.. Excess r.sin settled to th. bottom of the
aixsr bowl, leaving th. particles on top of most of the
resin yet covered with a layer of it.

It can be stated that for particles larg.r than
the 10.20 mesh classification powdered resin should not

be used, but rather th. resin should be applied In liquid
form by a spray device.

Laboratory work demons tratd that no improve.

msnt in th. resin and wood partiel. blending was obtainsd
with mixing cycles longer than Liv. minutes.

Testing Procedures

work with the original cupehaped die was
disoontinued, no teats were applied to moldings made with



these dies. The following tests were used to evaluate

the properties of the dishsbap.d moldings:

RookweU superficial hardness

Water absorption teat

Specific gravity test
Strsngth index teat

Tests a, b, and a were selected from a large number of'

teats which could have been used because they revealed

some of the properties important in evaluating a

molding.

The Roskwll Superficial Hardness test was

applied to this product because surface hardness is an
important property ol' moldings. Lithough Rockwell teats

are not generally applied to wood torisla, this
particular test was used because it simple and

quick to perform, the machine soulci be fitted with
devices to permit testing of sasU curved pieces, and
the equipment was readily available.

Wood is a kqgroscopic material. Since the

moldings were essentially wood, it was considered

advisable that teats be made to evaluate this property

of the product. £ water absorption soak test was peru'

formed over two and 2l-hour periods.

Many properties of wood-bass materials are

related to specific grevtty. Test pieces were cut from



three positions in saab molding for' a study of tb.
variation in specific gravity between variable combin"
ations as well as in relation to position in the molding.
Three spesific gravity waters were removed from the same

positions in each molding as shown in Figure 14B.

Several tests were experimented with, in an
att.mpt to develop an index of strength for moldings.
Various types of test heads were used together with

several Jigs13 for holding test pisces on the ssal.a
of the testing machine. Due to the curved shape of the
test pieces, difficulty was experienced in developing
tests that were r.produoeabl.. Finally, it was decided
to use a form of bending test where ons"half of each
molding was tested in the manner illustrated by Figure S.

Inf]usues of th. shape of th. test piece upon
strength of the material, is an iupoz'tant factor to be
considered. It appeared that, it aU dimensions of the
piece were held constant, variations in strength due to
the chap. of the piec. likewise would be constant. Usa

of a cutting Jig, Figure 4A, permitted the di*.nsions of
all test pieces to be held constant, except the thiobi.ss
which varied depending on the combination of formation

variables used In making a particular molding. Bending

A Jig is a device
tool or the tool to th. work.

uides work to the
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Figure ii.. A. Jig for holding moldings during the cutting
of test pieces. B. Jig for supporting the center strip,
cut on A, while the three specific gravity wafers are cut.



Figure . Test piece and supporting jig in the testing
machine prior to application of force.
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stress d.t.rmined for aquars or rectangular beams by
conventional bending tests variøs as the square or bbs
depth of the test specimen. It was dscldd to divide the
maximum load at failure or rupture, derived from the
aodif].ed bending test on the half-moldings, by the square

of the molding's mid-thickness. The strength estimate

so determined is considered an windexI rather than *

tru. measure of strength and is a useful comparison
within the experiment. This teat is not suggested for
general use or for ooarison with results of teats
made on flat material.

roe,dures followed in making these tests are
described in the section under Ui. heading of final
study.

n the basis of prelimi rimsnts,

discussion and correspondence,the f of form-

ation variables ud their respectiv, magnitudes were
drawn up.
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Particle 'iz. 
R.ath content 

(% O.D. it. bass 

Moistur. content 
(% GD. wt. basis) 
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(psi.) 

Teerature 
(325°F.) 

Time 
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Ms diws 

B. Final Study 

Tb. procedure followed in the final etu 
included; the preparation of the moldings, the physical 

tests performed on the finished moldings and statistical 
analysis of tb. results. 
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Preparation of the Mold

o1id green Douglaa".fir mill .aste was picked

at random from tho waste conveyor of a Local lumber

plant and th. bark was removed with a band saw. The

bsz'k'tr.. wood was passed through a chipper, chip

breaker and chip screen, and the resulting chips wire
dri.d In a dry kiln to a moisture content of az percent.
Tb.. chips were spread on a clean floor end thorough I
mix. d

Mixed, dri.d chips wer. r.duosd to particles
sing them through two bamer mills. Th. chips

rs tiret pa.asd through a Gru.ndl.r hammer mill with
a 3/lóa.inch screen, and the resultant particles war. put
twice through a John Deere ham.r mill with a 3/32"inoh
screen. By passing it through a Sweco vibrating screen
s.parator, the product of this milling was separated
into coarse, medium, and tin. partiosoj that is, lO2O,
2OL.Q, and iOpan m.eh rang. classes. This material was

stored in sealed cans until needed.
Each molding represented a given combination

particle size, a resin content, a moisture content
a pressure. In on. day 27 moldings could be pro-

duo.d. The.. 27 moldings were a].l of one particl, size.
particular particl, size to be used in any given day
chosen at random from th. three sizes available.



In thass d*ya 8]. auldinga or oni r.p]isats of th.
zpartasnt could bi *ads. The order in whieb replicates
were mad. was not randoaia.d.

Onc. th, partial. else had been selected for a
glv.n day's work, the initial moisture content of the
stock partial.. was det.rnd.n.d b using a Cenoo inoiattare

balance, This moisture content value was placed in its
pace on the coaputation sh.st, Figure 6.
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L4 Mold release is a substance applied to molds
to prevent finished moldings from adhering to its surface.
To prevent such sticking, mold releases are applied either
to the surface of the mold or they ar. added to the
molding mix.

The initial moisture content (M.C.) 6.5 percent for the
example illustrated in Figure 6, was then converted to
the oven'dz'y (0.D.) basis 7.0 pore. in the same
example.

Next, the order in which the three resin oon

tents were mixed with the particles was dtoz'mined by
referring to a table of random numbers. Th, equivalent
of approxlxnatly 1500 grams of oven-dry particles was
needed to make 27 moldings. 3inoe three resin contents
were to be mixed with th..s partial.., a batch of damp

particles equivalent in weight to 1500 gram. of oven-dry

material was divided into three parts. In saab part was

sufficient material to make nm. molding..

The required weight of damp particles for the

sass illustrated in ?igure 6, 535 gran18, was determined

by multiplying 500 grams (onew.third of 1500 grams) by 1

plus th. initial oven-dry moisture oontent, or 500

(I+.o7).
The next stsp was to compute tb. weights

resin adhesiv, and zinc stearate mold rei.ase11 to b

addid to th. partial... These weights were obtained by

multtplying tb. ovendry equivalent particle weight of



500 grams by the required percontagss of resin and a:

stiarats. Since the resin used was in a powdered form,

it was assumed that it was 100 percent resin o1ids.

Therefore, no adjustment was made for the presence of

water in the resin when mating the calculations. Some

liquid resins contain a high percentage of water or other

solvent and therefore it 1.. n.c.ssaiy to know the amount

of pun, resin (solids) added.

The required weight of moist particles (535

grams, Figure 6) was placed in th. bowl. of a Hobart

Mixer together with the requir.d amount of resin (25

grams) and sine .t.arate (5 grams). Then these materials

were mixed together for five ainutee. This mixture

contained one particle its. and one resin content.

To achieve the three desired moisture contents

required of a given particle size-resin content combin-

ation, the mixtur. was divided into third. and each
third was spread out on a tray. The trays were placed

in appropriate humidity chambers for 2. hours.
A constant dry-bulb temperature of 100°F. was

used for all the moisture contents because it was the
lowest dry-bulb t.apsratuxe that could be controlled in
the humidity chambers over the range of moisture con-

tents desired1 A dz'ybulb temperature of 100°F. was

used to minimize the influence that temperature might

15



hays on the finished moldings by effecting the wood

particles and resin in th. molding mix. The time of

humidifying was held constant at hours to eliminate
any timetsmperatuz'o effect on the molding mix..

At the end of 2L. hours, the misturs content

of the particles aid resin on each tray had reached that
requirement for the experiment, 5. 10, or 15 percent. It
was found, based on a sample size of 36 in each case,
that the moisture contents resulting from conditioning

-f + +
wire 5.1 = .51, 10.1 .L.9 and 15.3 .81.

lowing a moisture content check on the

humidified material, the miz was agitated in the Hobart
Mix.r for two minutes to breaI up any lumps caused by

increased moisture content and to insure even diatri-
button of moisture and resin.

The procedure described above resulted in

ficient material for nine moldings. A table of
random numbers by nines was us to determine the order
in which the thre, moisture contents were combined with

th. three pressing pressures used for making the molding.
The contents of aob tray was divided into nine parts of
J40 grams each, oven.dz'y ueigit basis. To determine the

actual moist weight of tb. humidified particles required
to provide k4.O grams of oven.dry wood particles, 0 grams

was multiplied by 1 pIus the moistur. content, ov.ndry
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ght basis, of the particlis; viz. 1.058, 1.096 and
56, Figure 6. The moist equivalents of 140 grut

isigs. wez. 142, 1414. and 146 grams respectively for the

moisture contents cited. These weights of wood part

ides, resin and moisture wer. placed in moisture proof
cardboard cartons.

The process just dsecrtbed for preparing nine
molding charges as repeated for th. two other r.sin
contents (10 and 15 percent) required in the experimental
design. Thus, 2? moldings were sad. in one day.

Th. molding was done in an electrically heated
Pr.eo hydrattlic press fitted wtb the dies previous
described (Fig. 7 and 8). A pressing temperatur. of
3250?, on the di. tacos was used throughout the ezper
iment. The charg. to be coarease4 was poured from ita
carton into th. chas. of the die, and an extension was
placed on top of the chase to accomodat a hardwood
pretorming plug (Fig. 9) which was inserted and twisted
back and forth several times to giv, the molding charge

in th. chase a shape similar to that of th. finished
molding. When preforming wac coa1.t, the extension
of the chase and the hardwood preforming plug were

removed and the female di. and chase were placed in the

press.



Figure 7. Bottom row: hardwood preforming plug, female
die and øhase. Top: chase extension on hot plate

L.8



L.9

Figure 8. Press with the dies and chase in position just
prior to closing the press arid the appliestion of the
compressive force.
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A cloak was set for eight minutes, the press

was closed, arid the required pressure was applied. As

loon 55 the required pressure was reached, the hydraulic

valve on the press was opened, the pressure was released,

and the dies w.ró braathed. The press was closed again,

and the required pressure was r.applted. When one minute

of the pressing period had elapsed, the dies were breathed

again. This procedure was followed after an additional

two minutes had elapsed, so altogether there were three

breathing periods oUowing th. Last breathing period,

the dies were closed Lox" the remaining Live minutes of

the pressing cycle. At the end of eight m.nutas the

press was opened, and the molding was removed hot from

th. dies.

The dies were kept clean and polished .t all

times. It any particle clung to the dies, steel wool was

used to remove them. As each group of nine moldings

was completed, the dies were removed from the press and

polishsd with jeweler's rouge, and a thin coating of

silicone mold releas. was smeared over the die faces.
Ec.as silicone was removed by rubbing the faces of the
dies with a soft cloth.
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The moldings were allowed to cool to room

ature, then code numbers were aflixed with labelling
tap.. When this had be8n done the moldings were stored

in the prsa room until they could be out into test
pieces.

dure for Testing the Mold

Tests were performed to collect data
form as to permit analysing effects of formation
variables studied upon the properties of the moldings.

(a) Preparation of Test Pieces.

A jig was ntade, Figure Ii., to hold th. moldings
while they were cut into thre parts on a band saw. The

jig was mad, by pouring catalyzed (polyester) resin,
reinforced with chopped fiber glass, into the femal. die.
This casting was nailsd to a piece of 3/Li.-inoh plywood.

A. circular hole, with a diameter equal to that of the
dies, was out in a piece of 14.-inch plywood, and this
was placed over the top ot th. plastic disc and nailed
to the piece of 34.-inch plywood. The center of the
plastic disc was determined and a line was drawn at righ
angles to the edge of the piece of 3,/L.-thoh plywood.

Three-eighths of an Inch was measured out on either side
of this line and two lines war. drawn parallel to the
center line, Saw outs wsre made along thee. two lines,



through the plastic and plywood base. Those two cute

wer, three-quarters of an inch apart.

The moldings were placed on this jig concave

side down. The clamp shown in the Figur. LA was

tightened on th. center of tb.. molding and the jig

placed on the band saw table against the sawing guide.
Tb. hinges that can be seen on one side of the jtg were
ued as positiv, stops, in ord.r to insure that the band
saw out the moldings in the same plsee each time.

During the out-up operation, a center stri
been removed from each molding. ?igure .B shows the

thre spec ifin gravity waters cut £z'ozn this 3/L.inch

oent.r strip; one was out from the center of the strip,
on. at the bend, and one near the outer edge. These

waters were out using the cut-up jig shown in Pigure LjB

to insure that the pieces would be from the same position
in each strip. Since three pieces were cut from each of
the 321k strips, there were 972 specific gravity waters.

(b) Index of Strength Tests.

One-halt of each molding was placed in a
constant temperature and humidity room and left there

until r.peated weighings showed that it bad reached a

constant weight. This room bad a constant temperature

of ?O°j. and a constant relative humidity of 6 percent



end will henceforth be referred to as the "12 percent
room". The midpoint of the molding was marked on its cut

edge and a line was drawn from this point 1/It-inch in
toward the side of the piece. An Ames thickness gauge

was used to measure the thickness of acb piece at this

point.

For index-of-strength teats the molding was

laced on the testing jig, shown in £iguree S and 10,

with the curved sector against the square guide bar and

the tips of the piece in vertical alignment with the

wings of thee. bars. The center line on the cut face

was checked for alignment with th. pointed rod in
center of the Jig. This procedur. insured the positio

ing of each ptee. in exactly the saie manner. The t
and the piece of molding wer. placed on the scales

of a Tintus Olsen eleotro-meohanicaj. universal testing

machine fitted with a Baldwin Air Cell. With this
device, loads from sero to 200 pounds could be measured

in 1/2-pound increments with a Tate-Jmery indicator.

Th. load was applied to the molding at a rat. of .01

inches p.r minute through a 3/8-inch diameter test head

scoured to the air cell. Load-deflection curves were

plotted as the tests were mad., the loads being recorded
at each additional .01 inch deflection until maximum
load was aohievsd.
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When these tests had been completed for the 32L.

oldinga prepared for the .xperiment, values of strength

index were computed using the relationship S.
h

where

andh

the sampi

is the strength index,

e thickness of th. pica

(o) Water soak Test.

The other half of each molding result

the previously described cutting operation was uaed to

make a water soak tea

First of all, the two points of each halt

molding were out oft with a belt sander and the moldings

placed in the "12 percent room" until they reached

equilibrium with the room conditions.

Pans tilled with on. and oneha1.t inohea of

tap water, with a p of 7.2, were placed in this room
until the water bad reached room temperature, which in

this case was 65°F.

The 32L. halves of th. original moldings to be

tested were divided into 12 group. of 27 each. A clock

was set for 20 minutes, The first group of 27 moldings

wer. wrapped in aluminum foil and taken out of the

"12 percent room" and weighed on a Toledo Balance to

the nearest one.tentb of a gram. Due to the soft nature

is the maximum load

midpoint of



of some of the moldings, material would slough ott during

trig, and so weighing mar. accurately than onetenth
gram was not justified.

After each molding had been weighed, it 'was

rswrapped in toil to prevent moisture loss. When a batch

of 27 had been weighed, they wer. taken back to the

"12 pere.nt room" end taatsnsd to brass rods 'with elastic
bands (P'tg. 11). When a 20.'minut 'working interval was

up, the particular group of 27 moldings was imeers.d in
th. pan of 'water. This proo.durs was repeated in sub
sequent 20 idnut. periods until the 32k. pieces had been
'weighed and placed in water to soak.

When two hours had elapsed, from the tim. the

at batch was placed in tb. pan o1 wataz', this first
batch of 27 soak specimens was røaov.d and th. pieces

ir, taken from the brass rods and p]acsd upright on
p.r towels to drain for 10 minutes. Tb. surfaces of

.ach molding were carefully wiped with a pap.r tow.l
to zsmov. any excess surface moisture. Then this group

of specimens was wrapped in aluninum toil and taken from
the "12 perc.nt room" to be w.ighed wet on the Toledo

ba].anøs. Again, the specimens were taken back to the
"12 percent room" and secured to th. brass rods. When

20 minutes had elapsed, this group was again immersed

and the next group of specimens was removed from the



Figure 11., Water soak pieces secured to a brass rod with
elastic bands.



water bath, blotted and weighed. This procedure was

repeated until the 3214 moldings had been weighed.

The cams procedure was followed after the

moldings had been immersed for 214 hours. Thus, three

weights were recorded for each specimen; (a) the 12

percent conditioned weight, (b) the weight after two
hours of water soaking, and (a) the weight utter 214
hours of water soaking.

The percentage of water absorbed in two hours

and in 214 hours, based on the 12 percent conditioned

weight of each molding, was calculated by using the

following formulsi

Moisture Content * Wet Weight - Conditioned Weight z 100
Percent Conditoned W.1ght

(d) Specific Gravity itermination.
Each of the 972 specific gravity wafers was

marked wjth an identifying number, and a piece of sand-
paper was used to remove any loose material from Its

edges. The pieces were placed in a Dispatch oven until
r.peat.d weighings indicated they had been ovsn-dri.d.
Complete drying took approximately 12 hours. The waters

were removed £rc the oven and placed in a desiccator to
cool. The oven-dry weight of each piece was obtained by

w.1ghing it to the nearest 1/1000 of a gram on a 4ett1er
direct reading balance.



The volume of each water was determined by

1iriion in distilled water maintained at a temperature
betwsen 63 and 6 degrees. The Mottler direct reading
balanse, Figure 12, was used tar this purpose. The

ii*ez!sion apparatus was tired while in the water. Then *

specific gravity water was attached to the clip of the
apparatus and the apparatus plus the wafer was reimznera.d

in th. water. The change in weight troa the t*rad
weight was recorded, in increase in weight was sub
tracted from the ovendry weight, while a decrease in
weight was added to the ovendry weight of the water.

This calculation resulted in the volume of the piece.
The oven-dry weight of each water was divided by its

o1 to obtain its specific gravity.

(e) Rockwell Superficial Hirdneaa.

The specific gravity watsrs were used in the
U superficial hardness tests sCter they had been
d in an oven and cool.d Lu a desiccator,

Tb... pieces were tested in a Rockwell
superficial hardness teat.r with its indicator set to
the "deep" position. A half'inch ball, was affixed to
the t.t bi4 of the device and a l-'kilogram weight
was used on the weight bolder. Tb. gags readings

indiøat.d the net indentation mad, by the ball when it
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Figure 12. Mottler balance and inuaersin jig for determin
thg the volume of specific gravity wafers.



WUI pressed into the sui'faoe oL the water by the aehiue.

The highex' the reading, the smaller the indentation made
by the ball.

these tests were completed, a total of
2268 observations were recorded, A, coip1ote ssz'ies

consisted of 81 combinations of four variables. a

oombtnation was reputed tour times so a total of 321i.
moldings wez mace. These moldings were otit into five

teat pieces. One was used tar * bending test, one was
used for the two'hour' and tw.nty-.toux' hour water absorp

tiori test and three were used for epsoif to gravity
tests. One of the specific gravity pieces was used
again in the hardness test.



IV STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

This study was designed as a factorial
experiment to be analysed by an analysis of variance.
In this ease a 3 x 3 x 3 x 3 randomised block, tact.
anal experiment with four replicates was used. Random'

izatton was carried out in order to eliminate the
intlu.no of variations in teobn
part of th. experimenter,

In the present experiment there were t33.

one of the tour tastors investigated, since
were tlus levels of each factor particle size,

resin content, moistur. content and pressure. The 81

treatment combinations were randomized by blocks within

each of th. tour replicates.
Sino it was possible to manutastur. only 27

moldings each day, complet. randomization of the 81

combinations was achieved in the following manner. The

particle size to be molded in a given day was selected
at random (7, p. 1.22) tram the three particl, sizes.
Then th. order at mixing, and subsequent pressing, of
th. different resin oontsnta with 'wood particles was
randomized. When the mixtur, of particles and resin bad
been humidified to the required moisture contents, the

or bias on the

order in which factors were combined
bed by consulting a table of random numbers.
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Order in which moisture content and p'esstu'e were combined

was randomized in groups of nine. The order in which

replicates were made was not randoniized. ee Table 14

for a tabular presentation of the complete rendoLnization

of the 81 combinations of factors.
Details of the procedure followed an

analysts of variance of this kind ax'. coaplex. T1i

reader is referred to any standard statistical text.
A factorial experiment was used, in this case,

to study the simultaneous effect of four variables upon

the properties of a small dish'shaped molding. The

advantages of a factorial experiment lie in its

efficiency and in the revelation of the presence or

absence of interactions. Jfttci.ncy is achieved through

each observation supplying information on each of the

tour factors dealt with. In this ease, one factorial
experiment supplies information equivalent to tour
separate experiments oL the same site used to study on
factor at a tim.. A series of tour simple experiments
would reveal no information at all about th. interactions
which tak. place bet'ieen factors. An interaction occurs
when two ox" more factors act together to influence a

given property more or less then when they sot ssp
arately.

Throughout the following section the reader



significant". In an analysis at variance, a teat is mads
of the hypothesis that the means are all equal. When

this hypothesis is rejected as a result of statistical
t.sts, the conclusion is reached that there is a 8ignit-
Leant ditt.rene. between the means. When there is a

significant difference between means it can be concluded
that a given factor or combination of factors when used
in varying amounts has a varying attest on a given prop-

erty.
Wh.n significant differences are found

between mans these differences may be classified as

significant or *0 highly significant. For significant
differences, a true hypothesis may b. rejected five

percent of th. time due to ebancea
wrongly concluded that there Is a sign:

comments "significant" or "not

it may be

ant difference
can means five percent of th. time. For highly

ificant differences, a true hypothesis may be
t.d on. percent of the tim. due to chance.

Onse significant ditl.renoea az. found
between sampl. means, individual means can be examined,

differences b.twesn them calculated and compired to

computed least significant differences at the five
percent and one percent levels. In this way, the
ditterenoe, between individual mean. are classified as
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Resin Content (per cent)

Randen Order

oiature Content (per cent)

Pressure (100 p.s.i.)

Random Order

Consecutive Random Order

5
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2569?
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5 10
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Particle Size (mesh) 10-20

Randoi Order of Use 3
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signiticant percent) or 1iigh1. signitioant (on.
pex'aent).

aat signilicant differences were computed
ii. S D. t I L3 where:

t * a vt]ue obtaind from the statistical. table of "t"
the number of observations used in oalculatlng th.
2.

2 : the error zaban square in the analysis of varianse
tabi



ntormation pressnted in this sction
tailed as pz'soticai.. Tables 7, 10, 13, 16 and 1.9 ale

included to permit the reader to mat. as many couipar

icons as he desires. Uow.ver, it should b. noted the

differences between means in these tables are significant

only in the case of Table 10.
In the following disouzsin reter.nse is made

smbo]s in order to facilitat, the presentation of

results *

P particle cisc

R * resin content

moisture content

Pr = pressure

Pi piece numb

s : differences between means ar. not significant
diftereness between means arc significant (S%)

differences between means are highly significant

Combinstiona of factors, i.e. R x N, are

tests for the signitiasnos of int.rsctiona. In this
case the effect of the combination of resin content
and moisture oontent on a given property is tested.
Should the .tt.t be significant or highly significant
an interaction azista between resin content and moisture

V RULTS AND DL3CUSS ION OF ANA1fSE



content.

Significant differences at the ft. and on.
p.rcent levels are denoted by * and *, respectively.

Formation Variables' Influenoe on Bending trsngth

The master table (Table ) of the analysis of
variance shows resin content, moisture content and
pressure are *11 highly significant. Particle size is
not significant. Th. interactions resin content x
pressure, moisture content x pressure end resin content
x moisture content x pressure ar. all, highly significant.

When tables 6*, 6b and 6c er. examined it is
evtd.nt that binding str.ngth increases as resin content,
moisture sontent and pressure increase. Oonvers.ly, ths
lowest l.yel of each of tb... factors produced the lowest
bending strength. It is interesting to note the greatest
increases in strength occur between the first and second
].vel of tb. significant variabl.s.

When least significant differences were eel-
ulatod, it wa, found the differences between individual.
ans were highly significant in *11 cases.

Tab].. 7 presents the average values for bending
strength or the 8]. combinations of four v*riablea. When

this table i. xeiin.d it should be noted that the
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Source of Variation

Total
Reps
P
Error (
RFiR
Error (b)

z
RiMPi RiM
Error (C)

Pr
PxPr
RxPr
MzPr
PzMx Pr?zRxPrRxMxPr
Pz'xMzRxP
Error (d)

TA]3i4 5

FORMATION VAR IABiES' IN LUENCE ON BDING STRENGTh

Master Table Analysis of Variance

Degrees of Sum oZ
Fredom S.uaz'es

323
3
2
6

16
162

69,793,076
1,277,826
2,635,918
2,0I.7,508

143,611,3,076
575,952

1, 163,006

20,720,359
353,112
523,6145
3514,260

5,050,773

75,768,797
1439,155

2,790,516
1,385,875

509,951
376,051

1,278,952
896,2311,

7,1100,110

Mean
S. uare B

1425,9142
1,317, 959

3141,251

Variance
Ratio F

21,821,538 222.79
143,988 1.11,7

97,914.5

10,360,180 110.76
88,278 .914.

130,911 1.14.0
L4,282 .147
93,533

7,8814,398 629.314.
109,789 2.14.0
697,629 15.27

6,1469 7.58
3,71414 1.140

147,256 1.03
159,869 350
56,015 1.23
145,680

Reniarks

**

1.25
3.86
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differences between particle sizes are not signi.tisant
while the interaction resin aontent x moisture content
x pressure is highly significant.

From the above discuss ion it is apparent the
strength of a molding can be incr.a..d by incroasing any
on. of the this. significant variables. When table 7 is

examined it can b. seen that it moisture content and
resin content are held constant and pr.ssure is increased
pronounced increases in strength take place. By holding

soistur óontent and pressure constant and increasing
resin content, changes in strength take place that

about equal inoreas.a created when resin content and
pr.ssure ar. held constant and moisture content is
increased. Sines particle size and its int.raettons with
tb. other three variables axe not significant, no
comparison need be mad.. Individual msans fox banding

strength vary frost 236.5 psi to 2(47.82 psi.

Formation In! luenc on Water Absortion

Two hours of paking

Particle aiz., resin content, moisture content
and pressur. were found to hay, a highly signifoant
influenc, upon the amount of moisture absorbed during a

two hour soaking period (Table 8). Tb. interactions



TABLES OP I4EANS SHOWING ThE EFFECTS OF POUR FACTORS
ON THE BENI)ILiO STRENGTH. iIGH OF Tli FACTOR MEANS

HAS BEEN AVFRAGEI) OV1 TEE EFFECTS OF 'ME OTHER
THREE FACTORS

TABLE 6a

Rsain Mean
Percent P.3.1

8141.96

10 1353.38

15 1737.97

Moisture Mean
Percent P

Ream Content Me

511.42

384.59

TABLE 6b

j91atur. Conteni

Remarke: 1.3

72

5% 89.479

z 1% 122.570

S 990.20

10 1334.83

S 1608.28

Difference Rmzrkaz L.S.1)

314.63

213.4$

TABLE 6*

?!11u1'. )e**

5% 83.44
2 1% 111.163

Pressure Mean
P.3.1. P.3.1. Dttferenee Rez*arks: L.3.D.

500 693.12

1000 1366.42
673.30 2 5% 57.501

1500 1873.77
5O7.35 75.911
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AE11I 01 MLAN H0WING TB EFLCT OP 81 COf4BINAtIONS
0? IOUR VARIABLES ON TW. BIADING STEthNGTf IN POuNDS AZR SUAR INCH

P

R S 10.

MzPr

10'20 20..140 140-pan

1O

500 678.50
1000
3.500

1)69.12
21143.65

500
.000

1155.18
1859.35

1500 26147.82

500 157342
1000
1500

21402.**
25714.72

236.55 1401.90 606.05 2L2.82 014.5O 650.90 280.02 (377.2
5145.140 956.68 1233.15 51.62 c?9.1O 1410.18 613.38 1216.78
955.92 1537.17 1851.00 ei,6.72 11433.02 2178.52 1025.00 1569.92

280.68 611.62 813.92 3145.72 739.52 ?78.02 6114.18 623.30
880.145 12314.18 18o8.85 778.72 12145.78 1o71.68 987.60 1502.80

1317.70 1961.58 21468.30 1203.60 20148.70 2618.68 1327.70 19714.85

1412.00 816.95 1000.18 615.142 161.14,2 1328.88 1497.88 1106.70
903.10 1120.25 1807.58 996.98 1*06.05 2356.72 1401.08 22914.00

1719.92 2258.00 26114.95 11475.00 2165.80 2583.05 1*57.75 237?.



Degree a of
Source of Variation Freedom

Total 322
Reps 3
P 2 25.01
Error (a) 6

R

Error (b)

P x M
RxM
P x R xM
Error (c)
Pr
Px
RxPz'
MxPr

i4xPr
RxPrRxxPrPrx.4xRxP

Error (4)

?ORNATION VARJ:AI3LES' ILUENCE ON £4OI3TURi ABSORkTI3N
TWO HOUR SOAK

Master Table - Analyai3 of Variance

2 73.36
1.37

18

193.20
1.66
5.00
2.28
3.22

8
2.
1.82

8
16

16].

TAL 8

Varianoó
Rstio jPj Remarks

614.. 59
i.J
7.8].
1.03

**

1,507.3982 753.6991
25.8581 6.L461Ø
78.06144 3.9.51b1
35.5592 8...98

100.3395 12.
139.L121 17.14265

113.30o
9.1014,
7.0819

628.0800 3. 9011

Sum or
S uares

Mean
uares

6,950.114.63
195.5275 65.1758
712. LO97 356. 2014.8

85.L.535 14.21422

1,914.9.814.12 97.9206
72.9003. 3..2250

239.1987 13.2888

563.5531 281.7766
19.9927 14.. 9982

136.3356 314..0839
36.01I.7 14.5018

235.5728 Li.. 3625



In content x moisture content x pr.seuz'e and pressure

z moisture content x resin content x particle size have
* significant effect on the amount of water absorbed in
two hours. The interactions resin content x moisture
content, resin oontent x preasur., partial. size x
moisture content z pressure, particle sta. z resin
content z pressure have a highly significant 1fect on
the persintage of moisture absorbed in two hours.

The amount of moisture absorbed by a molding

decreased as resin content, moisture content and pressure
increased, and it decreased as partial, els. decreased
(Tabl.s 9*, 9b, 9c and 9d).

The greatest decrease in water absorption
occurs between ths first and sscond level of each of
the variables xe.pt in th. case of moisture content.
Rere the greatest decrease occurs btwssn the asoond
and third level of this variable.

Th. least significant differences were com-
puted top the four variables. From an examination of

T*bl.s 9*, 9b, 9e and 9d, it was found that the differ-
mess between asana were highly significant in aU eases
.xcept the ditfsrencs between particle size 2O-tO and
140-pan. in this case, the difference was significant.
Thø third level of each variable produced th. smallest



TAW4ES OF S S(OWNG ¶J F1CTS OF FuUR FACT
EACH AVJ?RAGED OVER T}L KF?CTS 09 TH OT J T

FACTORS 014 T1f PEROiTa4Q OP WATER ABSOR; D
TWO ROVES OF SOAKING

TABJE 9*

Parttel. Size 4eans
Papttc].e

Percent Difterencø Reiarks : L.S.D.
10-20 10.29

2.03 5% 1.257
2OLO 8.26

1.59 * : 1% 1.9014.
14.0..pan 6.67

TABLE 9b

Resin Content Means

aesin.
ent

S

10

15

Mean
Percent Dittrence Remarka *

11.63

7,89

5 69
2 20

ij-t S

76

1.0142

: i% 1.14,2



500

1000

1O0

TABkES 0? MEANS SHOWING TH F?CT8 OP i)iJR FACTORS
EACH AVERAGED OV.R TW ?FCT3 OF THE OTHER TI(Bi

FACTORS ON THE PECNTAGE OF WAT1R ABS0RBD IN
TWO ROURS OF SOA1tLG

TABLE 9e

Moisture Content Means

11.15

8.18

5.88

TARLE 94

Pressure Means

Me an
Percent Dlttsre

2.97

30

77
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absorption. 

The water absorption res 
soaking tor tb. 83. combinations of 

te for two hours 

abls ax's px's 

s.nted in Tab]. L0. These results ax'y from 17.9; 

psrcsnt to 2.10 percent moisture absorbed in two how's, 

depending on tb. combination at variables, 

From tb. foregoing disussLon it appears that, 
although partial. u.s. is highly sIgnificant, it dO. 

not have as pronouneed an strict on moisture absorption 

as tb. other variables, None of the first ord.r :jnte* 
stions oontaintng particl, size sic significant. 

Moisture aont.nt and resin content are highly 

and approximately squal in their effect onths ma 

absorption properties, but the interactions of thess 

variables with partial. sis. are not significant. Highly 

significant interactions take place involving particle 

size, and moisture content and/or resin eont.nt when 

pressure is part of th. interaction. 

TwenOwhoi.s or 

The amount of moisture absorbed by a molding 

in twenty-tour hours of soaking was in.tlu.nced to a 

highly significant degree by partial. size, resin 

content, moisture sontsnt and pressure (Table 11). 
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Source of Variation

Total
Reps
P

II
Pz
Error

PxM
RxM
PxRxM
Error (C)

Pr
P x Pr
RxPr
MxPr
PxMxPrPxRxPrRxMxPrPrzMxRXP
Error' Cd)

PORMATION VA.RIABLES' INLUNOE ON MOISTURE ABSORPTION
214. HOUR SOA1

Master Table - Analysis of Variance

6

16
159

TABLE 11

of Swn of
Squares

67,77. 8618
14,600.830
6,283.0140
1,0014.. 92614.

29,029.2000
309.71446

1,022. 2L.20

7,14314. 59L.9
128.6325

3., 609.71466
249.14132
9b1. 7551

Mean Variance
Scuares Ratio (F) iomerks

1,533.6101
3,114.1.52014.

167. 1488i

24,534.6000
77.14362
56. 7914

3,717.297
32.158

1402.L3
18 67
17. 810

9.16
18.76

255.58
1.36

208.72

22.60
1.05

11,1450.8600
237.67214.

5,725.14300
59.14181

536.14.7
5.51

379.83514 914.. 9588 8 90
106.1172 26.5293 2.149

7.14865 68.1435d 6.141
189.76144 23.7206 2.22
167.6852 20.9606 1.96
167.3906 10.1j.619 .98

1,696.9216 10. b725

Degrees
Preedoa

320
3
2
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this analysis there is an insteno. where
a significant difference appears between replicates or'
blocks. This would indicate a variation in technique.
Moat likely, the error occurred when the excess surface

moistur, was removed from the moldings by blotting.

Som. moldings had a rough surface texture and perhaps

not all the excess surface moisture was removed, In

other instanae a certain amount of aloughing of particles
from the surface of moldings occurred during handling

alter they had softened over a 2i.-hour soaking period.
There is not a signitisant difference between replicatsi
for the two-hour soaking analysis or for any of the
other three analyses.

The significant interactions were *oisturs
content x pressure and particl, size x resin content x
pressure. The highly significant interactions were
resin content x moistur, content, particle size x
pressure, resin content z pressure and particle
moisture content x pressure.

The amount of moisture absorbed by the moldings

decreased as the particl, size decreased and as the resin
content, moisture content and pressure increased (Tables
l, 12b, 12o and 12d)

Tb. difference between the first and second
level of the variables showed the greatest reduction in



Particle
Mesh

TABLES OP !EANS SHOWU(} THE EPPCT& OF FOUR PAQTOR8
EACH AVERAGED OVER THE EFFECTS OF THE OTHER TH

FACTORS ON THE PERCENTAGE OF WATER AB3ORSED IN
2j. HOURS o: SOAKING

10-20 33.60

20s'40 26.99

1.0-pan 22.92

TABLE 12*

P&?t4c1. Size Means

Mean
Percent Di.tXsronoe Remarks

to. 61

213.92

17.98

TABLE 12b

Resin Content Means

Resin Mean
Percent Percent tittre Remarks : L. S D.

: 5% J4..309

N.S. : i% 6.528

15.69

6. 914

5% 2.155

: 1% 2.951

62

I. S D.

6.6]

Ij.. 07



TABLES Q' 4EANS S
EACH AYERAGD

iCTONS ON T

TIlE EFFEC3
£R.CTS 0 T
AGE OP WATER ABS ORZIEI) I

OF SOAXIZIG

TABLE 12o

k4oieture Content Means

Moisture Mean
?.ro.nt Percent DiJt.rn.e
5 33.51

5,30
10 28.21

6.L,2
21.79

TA3LE 124

?reux'e $eans
Pressure Mean
P.5.1. Percent Dif rerenee Remark. i
500

1000 27.08
8.39 ** :5% 879

1500 20 96
6.12

TOIlS

83

Remarks ;

5% 1.151

: 1% 1.531i.
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water absorption in all cases except that of moisture
content. Hors, the dittsrence between the second and
third level is th. larger or the two. The third level
of each variable produced th. smallest water absorption.

Pursuing the analysis further, Least signl.L"
icant differences were computed and the means of Tables

12*, 12b, 12c and 12d were examined to see if the
diff.i'eno.e between means were significant. It was

found that th. differences between *11 main effects were
highly significant except in the cass of the difference
twien particle size 2O4.O and L.Oa.pan. Thu difference
was not significant. This would indicate that the
reduction in particle size in this instance has no effect
on th. absorption of moisture by the moldings.

Table 13 presents the average of four rcpli-
eats, for 81 combinations of factors. Tb. amount of

moisture absorbed in 2L. hours varisd from 9.O8 percent

to 7.62 p.rcent
Interactions containing particle size are

significant except where pressurs is included in the
interaction. In one case the interaction is significant
and in the other two cans, the interaction is highly
significant.

Results of th. 2L hour soaking period compared
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TkBE13
fABLE Cix i'thJNS EOiNG TILE ECT O 81 CO4BIi&T1ONS QF FOUR VAftLABLES

ON TH1 LR0ENTAG OP WAThR ABSORBED 114 24 hOURS O SOAKING

20-40

10

40.psn

M x Pr

5

10

31.50
29.52
24.35
28.68
24.20
17.30

21.42
10.92
12.08

500 55.75 40.95 31.58 56.5
1000 54.08 35.65 23.50 50.2
1500 50.35 30.62 20.68 l4.68

500 59.08 39.60 29.12 49.98
1000 50.68 29.32 21.32 42.70
1500 40.10 21.68 16.25 30.14.2

500 ,9.75 35.80 28.52 40.58
1000 39.58 26.48 18.55 27.92
1500 28.32 i8.45 11.52 i8.75

25.30 54.92 41.25 23.98
20.65 4J.12 22.38 16.42
34.35 33.25 16.55 11.02

23.20 45.78 30.18 22.12
17.92 34.78 17.30 11.10
12.25 23.02 34.08 9.50

19.55 33.22 20.55 15.78
13.15 2045 12.15 942
11.00 i6.ø 10.92 7.02



Tb. specific gravity of the moldings was
influenced to a highly significant degree by particle
its., resin content, moistur, content, pressure and
position in th. molding from which the test piece was
cut (Table ]4). The interaction particle size z
moistiu content is signil'ioant while th. interactions
partisle size z pressure, moisture content x pressure,
piece x particle us., piece x resin content, piece x

86

favorably with thos. obtained from two hour soaking.

The exceptions were in the total moisture absorbed and
the combination of molding factors giving * sample

having high moisture absorption property values, i.e.
2O.0 mesh, percent resin, peroent moisture content
prsss.d at 00 psi pressure gave th. sample with highest
moisture absorption after a two hour soak; for 2 hour
soaking the sampl, made from lO20 mesh particles, 5

percent r.sin, 10 percent moisture content and 500 psi
prissur. produced the highest moisture absorption.

The main effects were highly significant lor
both the two hour and 2. hour soak tests. Differences

in the results at water absorption are presented in
Table 20.

rmation Variables' Influence on S.oitic Gravit



Tot
Reps
P
Error (a)
R
PzR
Error (b)

M
PxM
Rx.M
PzRxM
Error (C)

Va

Pr
PzRxPr
Mx PrPxMxPrPxRxPr
RxMxPrPrxMzRxP
Error (d)
PtPix
PIZR
Pt xMPixPrPixRzP:pjxMxp
Ptx.MxRPixPz'xPPtxPrxR
PixPrxMPixMxRzP
Pt x Pr xMx P?ixPrzRxPPixPrxMxR
Fix Pr xMzfix P
Error (a)

TABLE 14

BORI4kTION VARIABLES' Itj?LITJEKCE ON THE PECUIC GRAVIff

Master Table Analysis of Variance

Degrees of Sum of Mean Variance
Freedom Sures Suaz'es Ratio

961
3
2

a

2

8

162

2

8
8
8
8

16
16
16
16

14.76

30.778929
.217392 .07214614, 2.72

1.1416773 708386 26.59
.159837 .0266140

1.14069814. .70*92 302.58
.oi8i8 .0 7 1.96
.o14185o .002325

k

3.786022 1.893011 .238.75
.102726 .025682 3.214
.0693514 .017338 2.19
.0146979 .005872 .714.
.1428170 .007929

13.5129149 6.75614714. 22914.22
.090676 .022669 7.70
.0081014 .002026 .69
.126135 .03153k 10.71
.029505 .00368o 1.25
.035008 .0014376 1.149
.038236 .00147c0 1.
.01481437 .003027 1.03
.1477128 .0029145

7.07143147 3.5371714 20143.143
.253438 .063360 36.60
.119095 .0297714 17.20
.01414850 .01121.2 6.14.8
.1.39736 .0349314 20.18
.018565 0o2321 1
.0171487 .002186 1.2
.025327 .0031.66 1.83
.013521 .001690 .98
.00143149 0005L4 . , 31
.008917 .001115 .614
.027506 .001719 .99
.0321489 .002031 1.17
.035975 .002214.8 1.30
.018059 .001129 . .65
.060985 .001906 1.10
.823831 .001731



moisture content nd piece x pressure are highly
significant

Specific gravity increased as tte partlole size

dearsased and as resin content, moisture content and

pressure increased (Tables 15a, ].b, 15o, 1d and 1SeI.

Specific gravity decreased as the position changed from

th. outer .dgss to the center of the molding. The

increase in the magnitude of resin content, moisture

content end pressure from th. first to the second level

caused the great. change in specific gravity. The

hangs in specific gravity was greatest between the

sond and third level for pressure end piece.

The least significant differences were computed

and the differences between aeans of the main effects

were compared to these to detoxine if the differences

significant. In all oases the differences were

significant except the difference between particle

10-20 and 20-i.0 was not significant, while the
difference between a pressure o± O0 end 1000 psi was

significant. The third level of each variable produced

the highest epsoitia gravity and the highest specific

gravity was produced in most cases in piece number one,

the outer edge of the molding.

Specific gravity within moldings was



TLBLi3 OF MEANS SR(YiING THE EFFECTS OF LV FCTOR3
EACH AVERAGED OVEN T ;i.; EFFECJTS Oi THE OTHER FOUR

FkCTORS ON THE SPECIFIC GRAVITY

TAB1E iSa

P*zstici. Sis. 4,
Partil.

sb
Msan Spas"
iris Gravit Dirxerenoe emarka : £.S.D

2OO
0iiupafl

.9013

. 9295

9926

.0282

.0631

LS. :5% .03138

.OL1

TA& 15b

Resin Gontt Means
Resin Mean Spse-
Pereant inc Gravit Ditt.renea Remarks L.S.D

89

10

15

.8927

9iS1

.9856

.05214

.01405

TABLE 15c

Moisture Content Means

Mean Spas-
iris Oravit

:5% .00796

:1% .01090
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TABlES 0.? MEANS SHOWING THE E}'FECT5 O .'IVE FACTOR
EACH AVERAGED OVER THE EFrCTS OF THE OTHER

FACTORS ON THE SPEC IPIC GRAVIT!

TABL1E 1d

Pressure M..na

Pressure !4een Sp,c
P.5.1. Xtie Gpaytty Ditt.renee Remarics :

OO .7838
.1881 * :5% .008A.3

1000 .9719
.0958 ** :1% .01113

1500 1.0677

TABIJE 15

Piece Neans

Pisce if is Gravtt Difference Remarks : L.S.D

1.0130
. 0239 :5% .O06L3

2 .9891

3 8213
.1678 :1% .00816
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uniform in all cases. It was originaily thoug.tt that
preforming would eliminate most of the variation within

moldings. This was not true. At the liigjtest level of
resin content, moisture, pressure and the smaU.st
particle size th. greatest differences in specific
gravity within a molding was found to occur. Perhaps

this was caused by * migration of moisture in the form
ot steam and softened resin toward th. outer lip of the
molding during the breathing periods whn steam waa

llowsd to escape.

Table 16 is a table of means showing the
effect of 2I.3 combinations of four formation variables
plus the effect of position on specific gravity. The

sp.eitia gravity varied from to 129
Although resin content acts alon, to influence

spec itis gravity, it doss not react with any other
variable except position. Particl, size and moisture
content each interact with pressure. The resistance

to compression is reduced due to the plasticizing
.ff.ot of moisture while th. larger the particle size
th. greater will be the void spaces as well as the
greater ability of a large particle to resist compressive
forces. Particle size and moisture react together since
the moisture content present under conditions of heat

and pressur. should reduce the ability of the partic



P 10-20
x
Pi 1 2

z

TABLE OF MEAJS SKOWING ThE EFFECT OF 2L.3 COWI$AT
OF FIVE VARIABLES ON SPECIFIC

TABLE 16

20-140

2

140-pan

2

S 5 500 ,635 .61i6 .5147 .693 .690
1.000 .823 .829 .693 .876 .755
1500 .960 .978 .806 .983 .9146

10 500 .7146 .714.2 .615 .779 .751
1000 92 .951 .797 .952 .931
1500 1.ObI 1.076 .934 1.100 1.079

15 500 .8011. . 832 . 682 90]. . 895
1000 1.0140 1.009 .852 1.093 1.0145
1500 1.119 1.349 .968 1.176 1.1214

2.0 5 500 .73 .692 .5711. .766 .731
1000 .8 .892 .133. .922 .920
1500 .990 1.052 .800 1.015 1.058

10 500 .735 .726 .690 .837 .836
1000 .988 1.001 .815 1.013 1.001
1500 1.059 1.143 .922 1.156 1.153

500 .860 .889 .766 .918 .8

619
801
891

.71.1

.677

.909

.753

.926
1.015

.683

.814.5

.929

.720

.9140

.977

.806
1000 1.071 1.0814 .901 1.11414 1.10t 1.00
1500 1.193 1.185 .987 1.230 i.i78
500 .72.5 .756 .610 .836 8o3

1000 .856 .908 .756 .988 .992
1500 1..0714 1.118 .867 1.11114 1.135

10 500 .831 .86 .6614 .866 .867
1000 1.01414 1.090 .870 1.199 1.100
1500 1.177 1.199 .966 L129 1.208
500 .912 .903. .7145 1.019 .952

1000 1.1146 1.155 .917 1.182 1.135
1500 1. 1914 1.212 1.012 1.2149 1.175

1.02

681
.8
.92

.763

.920

.030

822
.985
.997

.578 736 .707
.708 .982 .9141
.779 1.088 1.0145

.67 .8o14 78
7ö0 1.079 1.0J
.885 1.342 1.0914

759 1.002 8
.889 1.155 1.0
.867 1.237 1.1714

.598 .872 .827

.78 1.077 1.014

.&2 1.165 1.105

.692 .9 .902

.836 1.12o 1.093

.963 1.217 1.150

.733 1.0 .9014.

.935 1.3.84S 1.132
1.017 1.268 1.1.53

619 9So .8a7
.760 1.131 1.065
.91.2 1.256 1.1514

.700 .967

.879 1.223 1.

.962 1.277 1.216

767 i.016 .950
.956 1.275 1.141
9Oi. 1.293 i.i68



to resist compressive forces.

D. Formation Variables' influence on Rockwell
Suerfio tel Iardn.ss.

The superficial hardness of the moldings was

b1g2117 significantly influenced by particle size, resin
content, moisture content and pressure (Table 17). The

interaction resin content z pressure was significant
while th. interactions resin content x moisture content,
particle size z pressure and motiture content z pr.ssurs
were highly significant.

By referring to Tables L8a, l8o and 18d

it was found that the hardneas or the moldings incr.uaed
sá the particl, size decreased and es tb. resin content,
moistur, cOntent and presaurs increased.

is interesting to note that the greatest
increase in hardness occurs between level one and two
for resin content and pressure. The greatest increase
in bardnsss occurs between level two and thre. for
particle size and moisture content. The third level of
each variabl. prOduo.d the greatest hardnsss.

The least significant differences were computed
for the main effecti and it was found that th. differences
were highly significant in all cases except the difter
sue. between a particle siz. of 10-20 and 20-0 which
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Source of Variance

Total
nap a
P
Error

RPiR
Error

M
PiM
RxM
PzR
Error

Px Pr
RxPr
Mx Pr
PxMxPDPxRzPrRzMxPrPrxMxRzP
Error (ci)

TABLE 17

FORMATION VARIABLES' IN±?LaUENCE ON ROGWEiI SUP1RFIOIAL HARDNESS

Master Table Analysis of Variane.

321
3
2

2

8
16

160

179,052.0707
3,7514.5077

20,760.7215
2,330.6682

21,382.0123
623. SLe.0

2,188.8014.3

7,991.3889
3514.9839

2,147.1376
149.8079

14.,180.Li4li.O

91,203.6975
1,661.86
1,108.
1,680.9829

1425. 0i.01.
1,028.1714.9

513.6562
1, 1814. i989

14,381.14.783

1,251.5026
10,380.3608

388.14414.7

1.0,691.0062
155.8853
121.6002

,995. 69144
88.7b0

536.7144
18.7260
77.14.156

5,601.814.87
1415.14.6514.
277.1607
120.214.57

53.1300
128.5219

614,. 2070
714.0312
89.88144

Mean Var ianc
Squares Ratio (F) Remarks

3.22
26.72

87.92
1. 28

51.61
1.1.5
6.93

507. 31i.
Li. 62
3.08
14.68

.59
143

7].
.82

*

Degrees of Swa of
Freedoxa Squares
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TALE lOb

TABE3 )I ?IELN8 SHOWJG THE FC?8 Oi
EACH AVERAGED OVER ThE EPFECT Oil THE

2'ACTORS ON HO WF 3UPER?ICI*L 11

TA5 18a

Particle $izo Aoans
Parttcie Mean
Mesh Hardness Dirrorons. 1(enarIs

Resin Content äeana

95

S 44.19
11.90 * .5% 3.153

10 56.69
7 86 : 1% .3l9

15 6t1..S5

10 '20 Ls6.01
8.28 S 6.563

2OO 54. 35

L0'pan 65.60
11.25 :1 9. 91i3



TABL1S 09 MEANS SHOWIJIG T :. £99E0T8 09 9OTJR AOTORS
EACH AVJRAGED 0V1R THE EFFECTS 0? THE OTHER T1Utii

CTOR ON RQWWEL SU9tR?iCIAL kLRDNE$S

TABLE 18e

Pressure Mean

4oi.tuz'. Content Means

Moisture Mean
Percent Hardness Difference Rsarka

96

L.S.D.

00 32.23
30.01 : 5% 2.551

1000 62.21k.
9.32 : 1% 3.369

1S00 71,56

t1.9. 62

10

61,73

TABLE 18d

Pressure Moans,
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gnifioant,

Table 19 is a table of means showing the

variations in hardness produced by the 81 combinations
of variables. The lowest hardness was 7.25 while the
gre test hardness was 87.88.

Partiols size only fozs on. highly significant
fl. This ii with pressure. Resin content

appears two times in significant or highly significant
interactions. The former is with pressure and the latter
is with moisture and particle size. Moisture content La
part of two highly significant interactions, one with
pressure and on. with resin content.

or Formation Variables' Influence on
SR.

The change in properties of the moldings as
the magnitud, oX the variables change was as follows;
bending strength, specific gravity, *nd hardness
increased, whil. moisture absorption decreased, when

particle size decreased and resin content, moisture
content and pressure increased. This does not mean to
say that the smallest particle size, the highest resin
content, moisture content and pressure wiLl unite to
in! luene. the various properties in such a way as to
produce the best result. B inspecting th. analysis of



Pr

1O-.20

10

TABLE 19

TABLE OF ROWING TUE EFCT OP 8i COMBINATIONS OF POUR YARI
ON ROCKWELIIJ 3UPJRFICIAL, HARDNESS

2O-.L0

10

10

500 -.7.25 13.25 19.12 11.62 2Jt..88 36.12 16.00 L8,75 5.88
1000 32.88 L7.88 55.75 9.88 53.88 65.88 53.00 70.50 80.50
1$00 50.38 58.62 76.75 9.].2 68.50 7812 66.62 76.88 85.25

500 - .38 17.00 38.75 16.88 3j,.O0 11.0.62 i8.88 50,00
i000 1j4.88 56.88 62.00 114.75 SL1..88 70.00 65.50 72.50 81.75
1500 bO.86 68.50 70.62 6Lj..25 70.50 82.38 69.00 79.38 87.88

500 23.75 26.92 li,1.25 1).1.38 11.3.12 11.6.25 I.1.38 62.50 5L..62
bl.00 69.621000 56.12 60.38 60.38 73.75 70.38 80.62 81i..88

1500 61.25 68.00 79.36 68.62 67.50 78.00 78.55 83.12 82.00



ariance tables, it can be sesn that the interaction,
tid, size x resin content x aoistur content x

prasure is significant in one out of Liv. analyses.
What is meant is, the variables acting primarily alone
intlu.na. the ohang. in properties described above.

Table 20 shows the variables and interactions

if icant and highly significant as a
result of Liv. statistical analyses. The variables are
highly ignittoant in 20 out of 21 teats. Particle
aiss doss not have an effect on strength. ix inter-
actions were significant and 19 intersotions were

highly sign
in Liv. analyses

;t of a total of 69 interactions present
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P
R
14

Pr
Pi
PxM
B xMPzPr
Lx Pr
14zPr
PzMxPrPxRzPr
RxMzPrPrxMxftxPizP
PixR
PixM
Pi x Pr

TABLE 20

SIGNIiIGANT ANA) H IGH.Y SIGXIFICA1JT VARIABLES
AD THEIR IWERACTIONS

100

STRJ(GTH WATIU $OAK SPECI?
INDEX 2 HOUR 2L. HOUR (RAVIY ROCKWEJL



VI CONCLUSION3

Within the limits oZ th variables studied in
this experiment, it may be concluded that pressure

oz.rted on the molding mix in heated dies has a highly

significant effect on binding strength, water absorption,
sp.oifie gravity and superficial hardness of the finished
moldings.

Powdered synthetic resin adhesive mixed with

wood particles has a highly significant fiect on
bending strength, water absorption, specific gravit
superficial hardness of the moldings.

Moistur. content of the wood particle and
synthetic rosin adhesive mixture at the tim. of pressing
in heated dies has a highly significant influence on
bending strength, water absorption, specific gravity an
superficial hardness at th. moldings.

Particle size used in this experiment have
no effect on bending strength. Particle its, has a
highly significant effect on w r absorption, sp.oit
gravity and superficial hardness.

Bending strength, sp.aiftc gravity and hardness
increased when resin content, mo stur. content and
pressure increased and particle is. decreased. Moisture

absorption decreased with an inc us in resin sonten

101
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moisture content, end pressur, and a d.srus. in partial.
size.

Tb.. particle size that can be sucoessiully
ua.d to i*aks moldings varies as the complexity or the

shape to be produced. Very qoarse particles (6-mesh)

can be ussd if the particle shap. is granular rather
than stick-like and if a relatively simple shape is
mad.. Fine wood particles must b. used with more

complex shapes.

Tb.. r.ain content must be increased to pr.vsnt
voidi from developing as a result of limited Llow whøn
the shap. to be molded is complex. daz' to make

complex shapes while using a low resin content, a

preform must be used which closely matches the finishad

molding.

Unless some form of an expanding die or a bag

molding technique is used, pressure will not be equal
and normal to all sUrfaces oX a molding of complex

shape. Uniform pr.s.ure is required if uniformity of
tb.. product is to be achieved at resin contents as low
as l perc.nt.

By pref arming, it is possibl, to achieve a
more uniform density throughout the molding ovsr

ratbar wide rang. of resin content and partial, size
combinations.
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Pretorming also makes it possible to vary
specific gravity from place to place in the molding.
Thus, the molding can be strength.nedat critical
points it this is desired.

The pr.forming technique used in this

iment did not produce th. anticipated uniformity o1

sp.oitic gravity within moldings over the complete

range of vaziablas stidied. At the lower levels of the

variabl.s uniform specific gravity was achieved, but

at th. higher levels considerable variation of specific

gravity occurred within the moldings.

Blisters resulted when the molding mix prom

duced a large amount of vapors that were effectively

trapped in the mold either through high pressure or

through th. shape of the dies. Unless a breithing
technique is used, blisters will develop with high
pressures, high moisture contents, high natural volatile

content of th. wood and high synthetic resin contents.

The manipulation of variables to achieve

given properties will depend upon economics and th.

feasibility of using a given combination of variables.

Thi total Lore that a press is capable

exerting will determin, th. number of moldings that can
be made at on. time with a given specific pressure.



,o1

When the maximum force of the press Is reached it means

reducing the number of moldings that can be made at one

time in a multiple di. press with a given pressure or
building a press capabl. of producing sufficient total
force.

The resin content can only be increased so
much before an economic limit is reached due to the

oost of resin.
Moisture content can only be increased to the

fiber saturation point. Above this point, z*oistur.
will be present as fri. water in the osU cavities.
It is thought that tre. water will not contribut, to
further reduction in the wood particles' resistance
to compressive forces. Also, more heat is required
to raise the internal tempratur. of a molding mix
saturated with water than to raise the temperatur. of
a molding mix of Low moisture content.
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